
Work Place Sentence Frames

Make 3 copies of this set on heavy paper or card stock to include in your Work Place bins.  
Each set of sentence frames is marked with the Work Place for which it is intended.  

A star (★) indicates a set more suited for advanced students or those who have visited the Work Place before.

Many of the blanks are intended to be filled in with a number. Others will be filled in with words or phrases.  
More complex sentences have prompts below the blanks to indicate what should be filled in (as with Mad Libs).

KINDERGARTEN  •  UNIT 2



2A Count & Compare Dots

My card has ____ dots.

Your card has ____ dots.

number

number

4

Ten-Frame Dot Card

QCM6002

7
Ten-Frame Dot Card

QCM6002



2A Count & Compare Dots ★ 

My card is __________ yours.
greater than / less than / equal to

7
Ten-Frame Dot Card

QCM6002



2B Number & Number Racks

 

My card has ____ dots.

I have ____ red beads 

and ____ white beads.

number

number

number



2B Number & Number Racks ★ 

I need ____  more to make 10.
number



2C Which Bug Will Win 

I colored my bugs ____ and ____.

I think the ____ bug will win. 

The ____  bug won!

color color

color

color



2C Which Bug Will Win ★ 

The ____ bug won by ____.
color number



2D Beat You to Ten 

I spun a ____.

I will put ____ ____cubes on the board.

number

number color



2D Beat You to Ten ★ 

 

I need to spin a ____ to get 10.
number



 

These shapes are the _____.

These shapes are all ____.

same/different

color

2E Pattern Block Puzzles



2E Pattern Block Puzzles ★ 

This is a ____.

These two shapes are different 
because_____________.

shape

Word  
Bank

triangle

parallelogram

square

rhombus

hexagon

trapezoid


